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About This Game

Break Time! is a physics based destruction game for Virtual Reality. You are put into an environment where you are free to
pick up, throw and break objects to score points. Each level includes multiple objectives to earn stars which unlock new levels.

Some levels contain optional hidden objectives which add a layer of difficulty and encourages players to try everything.

Features:

 4 Unique environments

 Objectives

 Hidden collectible blocks

 Hidden target for bonus points

 Over 50+ destructible objects

 Suitable for all ages

 Steam Achievements
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 Steam Leaderboards

This game is a port from mobile devices.
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Title: Break Time!
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Space Toast Games
Publisher:
Space Toast Games
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit)

Processor: 3.0GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1050 Ti / GTX 960 or AMD Radeon HD 7870

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Only works in VR!
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Port is fine, on PC only downside is there arent much sound options IE Dolby 5.1, 7.1 otherwise the port is fine so far, game
isnt the prettiest but not bad looking and the gameplay so far is fine, one "unfair situation" where a guard kept getting from his
chair for no reason and it wasn't his route but other than that ♥♥♥♥ YOU METACRITIC. :D. My life is incomplete. I want
OVAs for ALL of the VNs. GIVE ME MORE THIS IS FREAKING AWESOME!. Thumbs DOWN!
-editable review-
I figured this game was mediocre at best but then simply viewed the trailer, y'know the one that mixes real video with game
footage, and I thought to myself of how well made and of high quality that was made. Easily this game could be lost among the
so many other off-road/racing/muthatruckers that have been released and fallen either into obscurity or electro-plated for every
successive generation until it gets cancelled to let the latest driving/riding/racing/combat trend blaze it's own trail into the
aforementioned obscurity.

Is it simulation? I believe so but a simulation that is easily digestible, with corners cut realistically to - play. The vehicle roster is
fanatsy based in reality, meaning the trucks are patterned off of real life counterparts only lacking the liscences to use their
names.

But the game is slow and hard to control, even without whatever is in place for native controller support amd multiplayer, the
FPS drop on a consistent basis, and becomes so sluggish that it is a pain to drive.

As far as tracks go, and they sometimes go far, and sometimes don't go anywhere fast due to rugged terrain, are based upon
reality and there is no need to trademark dirt, mud and water. The mud will bog you down more than deep water. You will skid
along twisting dirt roads deep in the jungle. Climb vertically over rock precipices. Scramble upon rocks jutting out from deeper
waters. Each country has a plethora of tracks to race against the clock and other rider's time and are wating to be unlocked along
with vehicles.

Offroad Drive's gameplay can cater to the casual driver - meaning you can get through most tracks not using the tools at your
disposal such as onboard tire pressure control, locking and unlocking differentials, 4 wheel drive etc. , allowing the player to
enjoy the scenery and bumpy ride at the cost of finishing near the rear of the pack.
For the enthusiast it is recomended to fasten your seat belts, because there is much challenge and learning of the tracks and
modification for integration of utilization of skills per individual track, that only the most harcore could fathom gaining 1st
place in every track with every vehicle. Basically this equals to much practice.

+first person with head on a swivel
+detailed graphics all around
+simple as you would prefer
+complex as you could imagine

-performance overall is lacking
-Controller support? what? where?
-NO FREE ROAM (stay on or near track or be penalized and teleported within 5 seconds)
-Does multiplayer even work and what would be the purpose if it did, you only race against the clock and ghost truck
-without good controls, whats the use of trying

If you believe that this is a standard arcade racer - that is fine - it does have somewhat flexible controls (use what you want,
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sometimes a hitch is necassary) but lacks true controller support.

The detail is abundant in the environment such as the dust can almost be tasted during the hotter regions and the plunges into the
creekbeds feel almost refreshing. The mud actually washes off of your vehicle when plowing through water. The trucks will flip
over but not often and there is no explosions or machines breaking down that I saw exception like my windshield smashed out
once and parts may fall off of the truck, but it is pretty much a vehicular goreless game. The only thing that ever stopped me
was meandering into too deep water and something about my exhaust getting flooded.

There is an incredible depth to the simulation aspects of this title. With many ways to overcome obstacles- such as simply
finding another route around, power-winching over it, depressurizing tires to soften your friction, plus more. Therefore each
track COULD be mastered by finding what works best with what accessory or truck in the turbulent and primal landscape. And
if you don't do it correctly or turn at a point just a little early/late, then possibly it will warrant a restart. Unfortunately a restart is
what the controls need and a tune up as much.

I had originally voted this a thumbs up, but after puting it up for awhile then coming back I see what made me quit playing in
the first place.. This game reminded me my childhood <3333. A good add-on for the second week running in, personally. The
model of the train is good, as well as the passenger view, with the overhead racks. The driving experience is much better than
previous rollsign trains, as you can change them in the cab via 2 handles. Though there is oneside, which is that I find that the
brakes don't work very well (if not at all) above 50%, except the emergency brake setting. The brakes above 51% and below
emergency seem to have no effect on the speed, despite the brake gauge being higher. Other than that, this is a decent add-on..
Formidable concept, acceptable to average execution. Still, i recommend it cause it's not too expensive and fun enough.. Also
worth getting !. Unlike the original, this DLC and the Saxons DLC offer you a sandbox experience, not to mention the pleasure
of exploring your Stronghold and its features right from your first winter. Compared to the original campaign, the 2 DLC
campaigns offers new features and balances. In particular, the Diplomacy button is unique to the 2 DLCs, and replaces the
rather arbitrary way AI kingdoms declare war on you in the original campaign.

The Welsh start at the northwest and like the Saxons, can conquer a second Stronghold for themselves very quickly (faster than
the Saxons).

If you want to enjoy the experience this game offers at your own pace, get the 2 DLCs.. Doctor, thanks!
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If you like the game and intend to keep playing at 50% off during this current sale this one is a no brainer. It's like 50 dollars
worth of gems which you can use to get new hero packs like the current black panther girl that just came out or just to get
XP\/GOLD boosters for months at a time at 1k a pop.

If you just play it casually and are reticent on spending any money on the game you may not find enough value. All depends on
how much you play and how much you want to allocate to your riting.

If you don't have the hero pack you might want to prioritize that but if you are the kind of player that only plays certain heroes
it's better to just buy them outright with the in game currency you get from playing.

We'll that's all. From what I understand this pack is a limited time offer or only available at certain time so keep that in mind. It
wasn't available last week, I can attest to that.. Great party game. Controls are stupid simple and easy to pick up. Online play
would be nice, but the game stands well on its own without it.. No save on your progress really messes this game up !

You fight hard along the lower levels and lose any perks you set up along the way. Could be good if progress can be saved and
perks rewards can be kept.

Easy to lose patience with.

Mehh!!. Wanna gamble with your PC and\/or working OS?
Well if yes this is the oftware for you because it can:

A) Mess up your drives so nothing works.
B) Break your current installation of your OS
C) Brick your PC or worse
D) Actually update some old drivers
E) Do nothing because you have up to date drivers

But the fun part is that you never know what you get!

Just to make it clear.
I would rather recommend to use Driver Fusion but even this software is not 100% working but at least it never bricked a PC I
ever used it on.

Getting a license is actually less useful than using 27,99\u20ac to start a campfire.
The only difference is getting Java and some other game related updates via this software then Windows Updates and Java
autoupdates.

I am glad that I never had to pay for a "Pro" version of this software because I was an translator for them.
I had to install the software to test my translations and it made my PC slower and even worse.

Just keep your PC clean, defrag your regestry with CCleaner free sometimes, don't download any b******
(I'm looking at you totallyyourfavouritesongdownloadwithnovirus.exe or
stuffyouusuallyneedtopayforbutnowforfreewithnokeloggerorotherstufftrustus.exe downloader).

Oh and also backup your important data and do a clean install of your OS about every 2-3 years!. Not a bad story for the price.
Multiple endings. Make sure you find the patch.
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